
Summary:

dYdX is building a decentralized exchange protocol that enables the trustless exchange of
digital asset derivatives. The team is building a protocol as well as a relayer on top of the 0x
protocol, which will serve as a UI that enables people to trade digital assets in a trustless
manner. There is no token underlying this project and the company seeks to build a
transaction-based business model into the relayer although a token is possible in the future.

We are extremely bullish on decentralized exchange and view this as the best pure
decentralized exchange opportunity to date. We’ve evaluated several other 0x relayers and feel
dYdX is the best player in the space.

We   invested  [redacted] at [redacted].

Key   assumptions   for   dYdX:

1.)   Decentralized   exchange   will   play   a  major   role   in   the   future   of   digital   asset
trading.  This is obviously a big bet on DEX’s and to date there is not much of a market for
DEX’s. We believe the market will grow significantly in the future and one day dominate
crypto-crypto trading.

2.) Creating   a   protocol   for   derivatives  and   shorting   will   be   a   competitive   moat   for
the   0x   relayer.  This is going to be a highly competitive market; the barrier to entry for
relayers is low (unlike centralized exchange, where the regulatory barriers are quite
significant). dYdX has the advantage of actually building the protocol to facilitate
decentralized exchange, and that must be a differentiator that allows it to gain
liquidity and network effects.

Team   (8/10):

Founder Antonio Juliano

Antonio is the best founder working on decentralized exchange we have seen to date. He was
one of the most productive engineers at Coinbase and shipped a beta product for dYdX in less
than 2 months. Prior to Coinbase, he majored in CS at Princeton and graduated in 2015.
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Product   (9/10):

99%+ of digital asset trading is currently done on centralized exchanges, but we believe that will
change in the coming years. One catalyst for liquidity shifting to DEX’s may be the fact that
there’s shorting and derivatives uniquely enabled on dYdX’s exchange that traders simply
wouldn’t have access to otherwise.

Here’s a best version of the product live, currently on the Ethereum test net:
https://beta-328432.dydx.exchange/ . The team is targeting a mainnet launch by mid-2018.

Community   (7/10):

There’s no community yet, but this is the type of product that the Ethereum community wants
and needs and if the team delivers a product I believe there will be a strong community that
forms around it.

Token   mechanics   (NA):

Key   Risks:

1.) This is a highly competitive category with relatively low barriers to entry. If
Antonio doesn’t hire quickly, deliver a product and build a strong brand, could be
hard to catch up.

2.) First-time founder. Antonio is fantastic but first-time founders can be unpredictable. Timing
is great so risk worth taking, but we’ll see

Recap   (Team   +   Product   +   Community   +   Token   mechanics:   8):

Overall, this is an important product that has a chance to be foundational middleware for digital
assets and Antonio is the best founder to date working on it. Execution over the next year will be
important and if the team does deliver there’s tremendous upside to this opportunity.
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